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in the foregoing case the evidence shows
that the car occupied by the plaintiff was
stuck in the mud and the defendant, in the
exercise of ordinary care, could have seen it
was stuck and would have avoided striking it
but instead defendant drove his car into and
against the plaintiff's car. In concluding that
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no negligence was shown on the part of the
defendant, the court stated at page 444:
"Although the automobile of plaintiff was
stuck in the mud, it is a matter of common
knowledge that a traveler following a wagon
track along a dike in a damp climate is
bound to expect the wheels to slip. The fact
that his wheels slipped does not make him
guilty of negligence." The court, citing Moller
v. Prussing, supra, held that a pecuniary loss
alone was not enough to show actionable
negligence. *336 Pecuniary Loss. The court
was not in error in denying compensation to
the plaintiff upon its holding that the
evidence failed to show any negligence on
the part of the defendant. In its findings, the
Industrial Commission found that the plaintiff
recovered judgment against the defendant
in a former proceeding. The Industrial
Commission found that the plaintiff "fully
recovered for his injuries under his judgment
against the defendant," and that "none of
the grounds for the allowance of a new trial
or for a change of the judgment from the
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former judgment exists." The case of Miller
v. Blount Bros. Lumber Co., 232 Ala. 236,
167 So. 447, presents a different factual
situation. In that case, the defendant, a
lumber 648931e174
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y068 Yulia (p2072).1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates generally
to the field of dental hygiene devices, and more specifically to devices for cleaning
and/or wiping the teeth and gums. The present invention provides the user with a
universal cleaning and/or wiping device which may be used to clean one""s teeth
and gums on a daily or weekly basis. One embodiment of the present invention
provides a cleaning device including a curved non-flexible section and a curved
flexible section surrounding the curved non-flexible section. The curved non-flexible
section of the cleaning device is adapted for removal and replacement of the
curved non-flexible section with a flexible section. The curved non-flexible section
may be removable and replaced to clean the curved non-flexible section and the
flexible section may be replaced to clean the flexible section. 2. Description of
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Republic (; Românul Popular Român) is a country in southeastern Europe. A
bilingual country, it is composed of two homogeneous groups: Romanian-speaking
Moldovans who live in Moldova proper and bilingual Romanians living in the region
of Romaniaâ€“Moldova. After the 1940-1944 Molotov–Ribbentrop Pact, Romania
was a communist Soviet republic. Romania later adopted a neutral course in the
Cold War, joined the NATO alliance in 2004, became a member of the European
Union in 2007 and started pursuing membership of the European Union in 2004.
Numerous Romanians emigrated to Western Europe in the 19th century, notably to
Romania. Many Romanians as an ethnic group are found in Northern, Central and
Eastern Europe. . In 2005, Romania received full membership in the NATO Military
Alliance while remaining outside the EU's military institutions. It is a member of the
Union for the Mediterranean. IRINA-L. YULIA-G. NATHALIA-R. VICTOR-B. KRISTINA-K.
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